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    Sign up

    This product is not available anymore, but it will be back again in a few days. You can sign up
to the waiting list in order to reserve your product now and be sure not ot miss the next chance
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    You have been added to the list

    You will receive an email when the product will be available again, we will keep your product
booked for 24hours after the email is sent
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			Add to Cart
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				We'll ship today, for free.
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				Specification
					LENS SIMULATOR
		


				Product specifications

Main lens: The One Nero
	[image: ]Photochromic, polarized, transparency varies between amber and light brown
	[image: ]S2/S3
	[image: ]Ideal for: From sunny to slightly foggy, variable weather days


Other characteristics


	[image: ]Super quick lens interchange system (6 seconds)
	[image: ]Inner silicone grips with fading texture on the strap's inner side
	[image: ]Dual-Frame construction
	[image: ]Cylindrical lens
	[image: ]Made in Italy
	[image: ]Optimized fitting
	[image: ]Helmet compatible
	[image: ]Microfiber pouch included for protection and cleaning
	[image: ]Full perimeter ventilation
	[image: ]100% UV protection
	[image: ]Field of view: 196° horizontal, 4.93 solid Sterads
	[image: ]Foam: Hypoallergenic triple density with moisture wicking fleece
	[image: ]Double layer anti-fog lens: yes
	[image: ]Anti-fog treatment (standard 8 sec.): 77 sec.
	[image: ]Dimensions: 173mm x 99mm  x 77mm 
	[image: ]Weight: 122g
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					Model:
											Katana
						
										

					Selected lens: _

					Filter category: _

				

			

			
				
					Description
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INFORMATION ON THE SIMULATOR

To use the simulator click on the icon of the desired lens.

Unfortunately it's physically impossible to simulate in a real realistic way a lens' behaviour. It also must be taken into consideration the fact that the monitors' chromatic range is often imprecise and varies from monitor to monitor.
We suggest to use this simulator in an indicative way, keeping in mind that perceived color will depend on the ambient light. .

The photochromic and polarized lenses "The One" aren't available in this simulator because they actively change their darkness and their color based on the amount of UV rays they're hit by.
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		1 Katana Sketch The One Nero goggle 
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